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with a sober mind, the things that are Faith's.'' The pas. 
1age, partially quoted, has been not unfi. .. equently misapplied, 
as if it bore, not :.against theologians such as TulTetine and 
the Franciscans, but against theologians such as Chalmers, 
Dr Bird Sumner, and .Dr .Pye. Smith,-not against the men 
who derive a false science from Scriptttre, into which God 
never introduced natural science of any kind, but against the 
men who, .having sought .and acquired their science where it 
is alone to be found, have striven to bring Scripture, in the 
misinterpreted passages, into harmony with its findings. 
Taken, however, as a whole, its true meaning is obvious. It 
is the men who .have "essayed to :find natural philosophy" 
positi.vely revealed in Genesis and the other sacred books,
not the men who have merely shown that there is nothing in 
;Scripture w.hich conflicts with the natm .. al philosophy legiti
mately .found elsewhere,-that are obnoxious to the censm·e 
.conveyed in the remark. It is they only, .. and not the others, 
that ,are "_pkantastical'' .in their philosophy and " he'retica'C' 
in their r-eligion. I say heretical in their religion. The 
Ptolemaic doctline which ascribed to the earth a central place 
in the \tniverse was only scientifically false, where~q the same 
doctrine in Tu.rretine .and the F1"anciscans, from the circum
stance that they pledged the Scripture to its falsity, and pro
fessed to de1ive it direct from revelation, was not only scien
tifically false, but a heresy to boot. And, in like manner, 
it is the class who term themselves the "Mosaic geologists," 
-men such as the Granville Penns, Moses Stewarts, Eleazar 
Lords, Dean Cockburns, and Peter Macfarlanes,-who essay 
to ''find natural philosophy in the first chapter of Genesis," 
and that, too, a demonstrably false natural philosophy, who 
are obnoxious to the Baconian censure now. No true geo
logist ever professes to deduce his geology from Scripture. 
It is from the earth's crust, with its numerous systems, al
ways invariable in their order, and its successive groupes of 
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